
SHRI SHANKARACHARYA VIDYALAYA BHILAI
Term-II, Examination (2021

SUMMER VACCATION HOMEWORK

 

1. ENGLISH  

Homework - 1) Write the homophones of the following and make sentences with both words:

                        i) know        ii) one     iii) hair      iv) fair     v) hole         vi) meat   vii) peace  viii) weak

                       2) Write down the word meaning of lesson

                       3) Your school organized a summer camp. You participated in the summer camp .Write in a 
paragraph      how you had enjoyed the summer camp. 

* Art Integrated : 

Draw in chart paper Laxmi Villas Palace  ,Vadodora Museum of Gujarat and Chitrokut and Ghatarani 
waterfall of Chhattisgarh. Write two or three sentences about them. Upload in google classroom.

2. HINDI 

* Homework - 

* Art Integrated : 

 

 

3. SANSKRIT : 

* Homework - 
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1) Write the homophones of the following and make sentences with both words: 

i) know        ii) one     iii) hair      iv) fair     v) hole         vi) meat   vii) peace  viii) weak

2) Write down the word meaning of lesson-1,2,3 from Reader (Honey Suckle) 

school organized a summer camp. You participated in the summer camp .Write in a 
paragraph      how you had enjoyed the summer camp.  

Draw in chart paper Laxmi Villas Palace  ,Vadodora Museum of Gujarat and Chitrokut and Ghatarani 
all of Chhattisgarh. Write two or three sentences about them. Upload in google classroom.

 

 

i) know        ii) one     iii) hair      iv) fair     v) hole         vi) meat   vii) peace  viii) weak 

school organized a summer camp. You participated in the summer camp .Write in a 

Draw in chart paper Laxmi Villas Palace  ,Vadodora Museum of Gujarat and Chitrokut and Ghatarani 
all of Chhattisgarh. Write two or three sentences about them. Upload in google classroom. 

 

 



* Art Integrated : 

4. MATHS  : 

*  HOMEWORK :    1. Learn and write Multiplication tables of 

 2. Solve Exercise -1H  (Objective type questions refer chapter

3. Draw the following Polygons
Octagon and also write their 
no.190 &191 of class  Maths book and also 
school app ) 

 4. Learn and write all the prime numbers between 

 5. Solve Test Paper -1 Q no.1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10

6. Solve Exercise-2F Qno.1 to 11and14

* Note: Maths vacation Home work to be done in separate copy.

 

* Art Integrated : 

Topic :-  (Chart tabulation of region) 

1. Learn and write Multiplication tables of 2 to 20. 

(Objective type questions refer chapter-1).  

Polygons :- Triangle ,Quadrilateral,Pentagon,Hexagon,Heptagon and 
Octagon and also write their sides, vertices and angles.( Refer chapter-15 Polygons

of class  Maths book and also refer Video of Types of Polygons

4. Learn and write all the prime numbers between (1 to120). 

1 Q no.1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10 (Refer chapter -1)  

Qno.1 to 11and14 (Objective type questions refer chapter

Note: Maths vacation Home work to be done in separate copy. 

 

 

Triangle ,Quadrilateral,Pentagon,Hexagon,Heptagon and 
Polygons page 

Polygons uploaded in 

(Objective type questions refer chapter-2)  



Prepare a Project under following heads:- Population and Area of ( five) important cities of Gujarat and 
Chhattisgarh  

in tabular form.Use colourful Chart paper 

Also give information about the following:- 

1)  *Largest*city of Gujarat and Chhattisgarh ( areawise) 

2)  Total number of *districts*in ( Gujarat and Chhattisgarh) 

3)  Tallest statue of Gujarat and also mention it's height. 

4)  Area of Gir National park and Indravati National park. 

5)  Name any two river flowing through Gujarat and also mention it's length. 

6)  Smallest district of Gujarat and Chhattisgarh 

 * Note :-  Send in Maths  Google Classroom in PDF format. 

4. GENERAL SCIENCE  : 

* HOMEWORK : 

 

 



 

 

* ART INTEGRATED : 

 

5. SOCIAL  SCIENCE  : 

* HOMEWORK : 

History-  1.  Draw sketches of some stone tools used by the earliest people (2-3 tools) 

2.write a letter to your friend describing an imaginary visit to an Old Stone Age cave. 
Mention what you saw there, based on information available now. 

Civics:- 1. Write the Preamble of the Constitution of India. 

2. List the fundamental Rights guaranteed to Indian citizens. Write the Fundamental Right 
enforced on 1st April 2010. 

3. Collect pictures of 5 social reformers who raised their voice against untouchability ,paste 
the pictures and write their names 

Geography:- 1. Prepare a table of the distances of various planets from the Sun. 

2. On the outline map of India mark all the Continents and Ocean of the world. 



3. List the causes of air pollution. How can this problem be solved? 

4. Draw neat and labelled diagram of: 

   ( a) Important Latitudes 

   (b) Heat zone of the Earth. 

Note:- Vacation home work to be done in a interleaf/ one line copy. 

 ART INITEGRATED : -  
 Collect  pictures  of  5 different  festivals  celebrated in our country and paste them in your 

drawing copy or scrapbook  ...and write few lines about them. 
 Upload your work in Social science Google classroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


